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GAIA'S GIFT....SHUNGITE by N. L. Hopkins

Cosmic Reality the book provides a pathway out of the matrix of lies and deceit we have been
subjected to.  In the end I concluded it was only by understanding that the Local Creator God must

become the focus of our efforts to create a new reality. I call her Gaia, Greek for Mother Earth.  With the understanding
that survival was dependent on becoming subservient to Gaia, I was guided to a magical mineral called Shungite. 

For decades Walt Silva has been researching and experimenting with numerous devices that harness orgone energy from
the 90% of the Universe invisible to the 3-D.  When he was introduced to Shungite, that science took on an expanded
potential to manipulate energy in the Energy Universe. 

By purchasing a Shungite Spirit Spiral you can expand your own potential to manipulate energy. This is only a device.
However, it is a device given to us by Gaia to essentially "level the playing field". With this and the other energy devices
being brought into manifestation, each individual has the power to change all the negative, Gaia killing crap we have been
subjected to by people wielding power that seemingly is unbeatable. We now have the tools to expand our consciousness
and therefore the innate power each individual possesses. We not only can compete against the Dark Side, we can win
without drama.

The only place Shungite exists is in the Zazhoginsky deposits in the Russian Republic of Karelia
near the eastern border of Finland. The Shungite is essentially sitting on top of the earth. It is a
scientific mystery as to how it was created. What is known is the mineral has magical properties.
We believe that magic is the result of the energy field given off by every nugget of Shungite.
Each nugget is actually part of an energy system that has its source in the Zazhoginsky Shungite
Field.

The Shungite Spirit Spiral harnesses orgone energy to “feed” the Shungite in the circuit. The entire spiral is specifically
designed to match the frequency of the Shungite Field, the “Mother Load” or “Field”, if you will. It results in a portal field
within the spiral directly tied to the Mother Field, which is Gaia’s gift to enlightened humans willing to work for the
betterment of Gaia and all her creations. 

As such, the Shungite Spiral cannot be used by anyone who is not of pure heart and intentions. The spiral can be
programmed to alter your own local universe. And every time an individual’s reality changes, so too does the reality of all.
The key rule of Cosmic Reality in relation to the Shungite Spiral is “with absolute power comes absolute responsibility”.
This is not a device to be taken lightly. The first programing you should attempt is to envision a pink rose within the
Shungite Spiral field. Rose is an extremely high frequency and produces a field of protection.

The Shungite Spiral has come to you in the OFF position. To turn it on and access its powers, you must direct your focus
on merging your own consciousness with the spiral’s field. This is not something that can be taught. You either know how
to do it or not. If you can merge, your consciousness level will be enhanced. You will have an expanded capability of
manipulating energy in an Energy Universe.

Hold the spiral in your hands and command it to turn on. If you are energy sensitive, you will feel the spiral turn on by
detecting its field. After a few moments of just holding the spiral now turned on, you should detect it getting colder. When
you know it is on, imagine having a conversation with it. Programming requires imagination. When the answers you are
getting back surprise you, you will have confirmation you are linked into the spiral’s field. Any programming that is not for
your own betterment will be dismissed by the device. The amount of power you can access is limited by your ability to
function at specific power levels. You can ask to have the power increased, but the spiral will not comply unless it feels you
are able to work with increased power. The device has numerous other safety programs. 

Although the spiral is completely safe, two effects have been noted that you should be aware of. If the power is beyond
your ability to adjust, you will see your face begin looking like you have a sun burn. Just order the spiral to turn down the
power. Also, the cold effect can get rather high and one operator appears to have obtained a “freezer burn” after putting a
cold spiral on her skin for over 10 minutes.

WITH ABSOLUTE POWER COMES ABSOLUTE RESPONSIBILITY

If you cannot turn on the Shungite Spiral, contact us for return information.

http://www.cosmicreality.net/contact.html


